PEMF – Dr Stephen Stokes
PEMF takes alternating current (AC) and transforms it into DC, producing controllable intensity variations ranging from low to high. As the voltage
passes through a coil embedded in the body applicator, it emits a pulsed magnetic field. With each pulse, electrons inside the body are stimulated
while the electrically charged cell membrane of each is gently pulled. In between pulses, cells relax.
LOW VOLTAGE = PAIN AND INFLAMMATION

Cells will power-down due to the aging process, stress, unhealthy diet, and the toxic environment we live in. Healthy people have cell voltages of
70-100 mV, people with chronic illnesses have cell voltages between 30-50 mV, whereas cancer patients displayed cell voltages less than 15-20 mV.
Diminished cellular voltage has a direct correlation to disease and sickness. Cancer cannot thrive in highly charged cells. This is why we never hear
of cancer of the heart, as it is the muscle that has the highest voltage of any organ in the body. For some people t idea of cellular voltage i difficult
to understand, but we must remember that cellular voltage can also be represented as Cellular potential hydrogen or pH. So we can correlate a
normal pH in adults of 7.44 which corresponds to a cellular voltage of -25 mv.
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NASA IS INTERESTED IN PEMF
When NASA sent its astronauts to live in space for extended periods of time, they realized the reduction in exposure to the earth’s magnetic field
had an adverse health effect. To rectify this problem they researched the positive effects of PEMF. One study, put out by the Johnson Space Center
entitled “Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields – A Countermeasure for Bone Loss and Muscle Atrophy,” states the following in an article on NASA’s
website:
“The purpose of these studies is to develop a pulsed electromagnetic field device
for use as a noninvasive countermeasure to enhance bone retention, prevent or
alleviate muscle atrophy, and augment natural healing/regeneration processes.
This research represents a major contribution toward enabling humans to live and
work safely in space, and is especially relevant to projected human space
exploration. On Earth, this device could be useful in the treatment of various
muscle diseases, age and cancer-related muscle atrophy, osteoporosis, and other
bone diseases.”
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